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Scotia Police Department 
4 North Ten Broeck Street 

Scotia, New York 12302 
(518) 374-3110

Proudly Serving Since 1920 

www.ScotiaPolice.com Daniel P. Harrigan 
Chief of Police 

A-Squad (Sgt. Bean)

A-Squad:

         Chief, 

         Below is a summary for the month of October 2021. 

Staffed by 
Sgt Bean, Ptl. Iwan, and Ptl. Peckham 

Statistics: 

In the month of October, Alpha squad completed 7 traffic stops that resulted in 4 uniformed traffic tickets being issued.   
We handled 6 motor vehicle accidents during the month of October. The squad had a total of 17 arrest with 8 being 
Felonies and 9 being misdemeanors. Squad A handled 108 total complaints this month and assisted with 11 Fire/Medical 
calls. The shift completed 67 property checks. Officers continued walking Mohawk Ave, interacting with the community 
on a daily basis. 

Monthly Developments: 

On the afternoon of 10/22/2021 patrol responded to the area of 110 Mohawk Ave for the report of a suspicious person. 
Patrol made contact with a male subject, and after a brief investigation it was determined that the male had attempted to 
steal a table and chairs from outside a business on Mohawk Ave. This same male then entered a second business where 
he stole merchandise. The male was taken into custody, processed and released on an appearance ticket, then turned over 
to Glenville Police Department on a separate arrest warrant. 

In October our Detectives, were assigned 6 cases in total. They were as follows: 3 Burglary Cases, 2 assault cases and 1 
Criminal Mischief case. Det. Iwan investigated a Burglary case at the Village Tavern which led to a warrant being filed for 
the  suspect. Det Sgt. Bean investigated an assault case where 3 misdemeanor charges and 4 Felony charges were filed. Det 
Iwan also Investigated a burglary case resulting in 2 felonies and 2 misdemeanor charges. 

Alpha Squad will continue with the Community Policing Mission of the Village of Scotia Police. 

http://www.scotiapolice.com/
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B Squad (Ofc. Marchesani) 

B-Squad:

Chief, 

Below is a summary for the month of October 2021. 

Staffed By: 

Sgt. A. Halbfinger and Ptl. M. Marchesani and Ptl. M. Spaulding 

Stats: 

During the month of September, B-Tour officers responded to 176 complaints and received 292 CAD incidents altogether 
including 6 domestics. The shift conducted 36 traffic stops resulting in 7 V&T arrests, handled 4 MVA’s and logged 1589 
patrol miles. Officers made 3 misdemeanor arrests over the course of the month. Ptl. Spaulding conducted multiple DOT 
inspections during the course of the month. 

B-line remained proactive by conducting 115 property checks of local businesses and properties and continued conducting
daily foot patrols. Officer’s conducted daily school details at Sacandaga and Lincoln Elementary Schools. Ptl. Malagisi also
completed his field training during the month of October and began working on his assigned overnight shift reporting to
Sergeant Brady.

Monthly Developments: 

During the first week of October the department held it’s bi-annual firearms training. B line Officers qualified with both on 
and off duty handguns successfully. 

On October 16th-17th Sgt. Halbfinger assisted as an instructor for a County wide Active Shooter Training which was held 
at Scotia Glenville High School. 

On October 29th, Officers on B Squad attended Halloween parades at both Sacandaga and Lincoln Elementary Schools. 
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C Squad (Sgt. Brady) 
C-Squad:
Chief,  

Below is a summary for the month of October 2021. 

C-Squad Staffed by:

Sgt. Brady, Ptl. Peck, and Ptl. Malagisi

Statistics: 
During the month of October 2021, C Squad members responded to 113 complaint calls and logged 1,338 miles.  A total 
of 5 misdemeanor arrests, and 1 violation arrest were made.  C Squad conducted 63 traffic stops, which resulted in 10 
traffic citations.  29 parking tickets were issued, and 71 property checks were administered.   

Monthly Developments: 
On 10/04 members of C squad responded to an address on Mohawk Ave and dealt with a volatile domestic incident that 
involved several children.  With the assistance of Chief Harrigan, the incident resulted in a peaceful resolution. 

On 10/08 Sgt. Brady made an arrest for a domestic incident at a residence that has had numerous calls for domestic 
disputes. 

On 10/10 Sgt. Brady assisted the Fire Dept. with a drug overdose. 

Officers Peck and Malagisi had separate incidents involving runaway juveniles.  Both Officers were able to successfully 
locate the juveniles.   

On 10/22 Officer Peck administered and investigated the scene of an unattended death. 

All Officers attended firearms training at the beginning of the month and achieved qualification using all department 
issued weapons.  
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D Squad (Ptl.Ecker) 

D-Squad:

Chief, 
Below is the summary for October 2021. 

Staffed By: 

 The shift is staffed by newly promoted Sgt. Coke, along with Ptl. Falkowitz, and Ptl. Ecker. 

Stats: 

The month of October 2021 was extremely productive for Squad D. The officers on D Squad 
responded to 106 complaint calls. The shift worked very hard to stay diligent on patrol, 
logging a total of 1,448 miles and conducted 68 traffic stops. Altogether, the shift issued 
43 Vehicle and Traffic tickets, and logged 12 misdemeanor arrests. The shift had 1 
felony arrest. Squad D issued a total of 7 parking tickets, and completed 150 property 
checks of local businesses and residences. The shift also assisted the Fire Department 
with 15 medical/fire calls. 

Monthly Developments: 

On October 3, 2021, Sgt. Coke and Ptl. Falkowitz responded to 15 Washington Ave #2 for a 
report of a physical domestic dispute. Patrols arrived on scene and through investigation 
confirmed that a physical domestic occurred. The suspect was arrested and transported to the 
SCSO Correctional Facility to be held pending arraignment. 

On October 12, 2021, Ptl. Ecker, Ptl. Falkowitz, and Sgt. Coke responded t Fourth St for a 
domestic dispute. Dispatch initially reported that a male half attempted to rape a female. Upon 
arrival, patrols determined that a domestic dispute between a husband and wife occurred          in 
the presence of their children, who called in the incident. The suspect was arrested and a stay 
away order of protection was issued to the arrestee. The suspect was held at the SCSO 
Correctional Facility pending arraignment and CPS was notified. 

In the early morning hours of October 16, 2021, Ptl. Ecker was on routine patrol on Mohawk 
Avenue when he observed a vehicle traveling eastbound, in the westbound travel lane. Ptl. 
Ecker also observed the vehicle to be traveling in excess of the 30 MPH speed limit. Upon 
traffic stop of the vehicle, patrol determined the vehicle operator to be in an intoxicated state. 
Through investigation, the vehicle operator was arrested for DWI. The suspect’s BAC was 
found to be 0.17 %, more than twice the legal limit in NYS. The suspect was issued multiple 
Appearance Tickets and released to a third party. 
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On October 26, 2021, Ptl. Falkowitz and Ptl. Ecker responded to the an address on Glen Avenue 
for a report of a fight, stemming from a traffic accident. Upon patrols arrival to the scene, it was 
determined that a vehicle was operating westbound on Glen Ave, struck a vehicle parked in the 
roadway, and then attempted to flee the scene of the accident, but was unable to due to 
excessive damage to the right front end. Through investigation, it was determined that the 
operator of the striking vehicle was in an intoxicated state. The vehicle operator was 
subsequently arrested for DWI. The suspect’s BAC was found to be 0.13%, above the legal 
limit of 0.08% in NYS. The suspect was issued multiple Appearance Tickets, and then 
transported to Ellis Hospital for a mental health evaluation. 
On October 29, 2021, Ptl. Ecker was on routine patrol on Mohawk Avenue when he observed a 
male known to him as a wanted person. Ptl. Ecker was able to positively identify the male and 
take him into custody without incident. The male suspect had 7 active arrest warrants out of 
multiple police agencies. This male was also found to be in possession of suspicious property on 
his persons.  Ptl. Ecker and the Detective Division have an ongoing investigation regarding this 
incident. The suspect was turned over to the custody of the SCSO Correctional Facility pending 
arraignment. 

On October 31, 2021, Ptl. Ecker and Ptl. Spaulding responded to the area of Glen Ave for a 
report of a physical domestic dispute. Through investigation, it was determined that a 
boyfriend/girlfriend domestic occurred and the male half was the primary physical aggressor. 
The male half was taken into custody by Ptl. Falkowitz. Once in custody, the suspect 
attempted to flee and Ptl. Falkowitz pursued the male on foot. He was taken into custody after 
a brief struggle. While being searched, the male spit on Ptl. Ecker’s face, and patrols then re- 
gained control of the suspect. The male was charged with multiple offenses, and transported to 
the SCSO Correctional Facility pending arraignment. 

Members of Squad D have been interacting with the community by continued foot patrols of 
Collins Park and the Mohawk Ave corridor. Squad D will continue to do proactive patrol and 
keep the residents of our community safe. Squad D is looking forward to the return of Sgt. 
Coke, upon his completion of Supervisor School. 
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